DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS
Heraklion Airport to Villas Eleftheria, Kalithea & Irini, Pendamodi
From the airport take the spur road out opposite the airport terminal. Ignore the
first right turn for Heraklion at the traffic lights (which are not usually working) but
go about 400 metres along the road and turn next right onto the N75 new
National Road signposted Heraklion and Knossos.
At the first set of traffic lights go straight ahead. Follow the highway until you
come to signs for Mires (approximately 8 km into your journey). Take this right
turn off the main highway and at the T junction at the bottom of the slip road turn
right, signposted Timbaki and the University.
Follow the road through the outskirts of town, up a hill where you need to be in
the right hand lane to take the turning at the traffic lights signposted Hospital and
Asites. After this right turn you will see the Makro Cash and Carry store on your
left.
Keep uphill (past Makro on your left). Ignore the first right turn (to the monastery
of Agia Theodori). Just after the periptero (kiosk) on your right there is a road
where you should turn right. (You will see a large blue sign before this turning
signed FORTH and S.TEP.C and on the junction itself there are two signs – one
for Pyrgou and Prinias, and another for Voutes and Agios Mironas.)
Go along this road, passing the large white buildings of the hospital and the
university on your right and left. (Some distance after the buildings there is a
right turn signed FORTH and S.TEP.C Keep ahead here). You will reach a
junction at which you need to go straight on, but with some care. Your road joins
the road which has passed the hospital, and new road markings indicate that you
must give way to traffic from the left.
You are now on the local countryside road that takes you eventually through the
village of Voutes. Mid way through the village the road forks (there is a small
Eko petrol station on the right here). Take the left hand fork, eventually heading
out of the village back onto the country road.
A few kilometres further on is the sign for Pentamodi, on the right side of the road
(there is also a sign for Kroussonas). Take this right turn, then turn immediately
left. Go along this lane, and after you reach the Pendamodi village sign take the
second right turn, with the well on the corner. Drive through the village until you
reach a T-junction. Turn right, then left up a narrow, steep lane. At the top of the
hill the road bends to the right, and just around the bend you will see the parking
area for the villas on your left, surrounded by a low stone wall.
Please drive carefully and ‘o’ !

